Most stock assessment models are based on the assumption that each fish at a given size or age in a 27 population has an equal probability of capture. However, the probability of capture in most fisheries is 28 rarely equal over space. Orensanz et al. (2006) suggested potential explanations for this such as spatial 29 patterns in the resource distribution, site attributes such as distance from port, and location-specific 30 catchability. Even though spatial variability in fishing effort has long been recognized (e.g., Beverton and 31
Holt 1957; Caddy 1975; Hart 2001), most stock assessments aggregate population and fishery processes 32 over space. Models that assume that fishing mortality at a given size or age is uniform across the 33 population are commonly used because they are simple (Orensanz and Jamieson 1998) , mathematically 34 practical to implement (Paloheimo and Dickie 1964) , and because in many cases data are not sufficient 35 to model spatially-referenced processes. 36
Recent efforts have been made to better integrate spatial components of populations and fisheries into 37 standard stock assessment models (e.g., Goethel et al. 2011 ). The purpose is to improve assessments by 38 aligning the spatial patterns in operating models more closely with real-world processes. Spatial 39 processes such as dispersal (e.g., Morgan et al. 2000) , migration (e. per-recruit analyses and demonstrated that spatial variability in these factors can substantially affect 54 per-recruit curves and associated reference points. 55
This paper investigates the consequences of heterogeneous fishing mortality to stock assessment in the 56 context of a sessile population with spatial patterns in fishing effort that is assessed and managed based 57 on fishery-dependent and fishery-independent data. We loosely modeled our simulation after the US 58 sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fishery, which operates off the US east coast from the Gulf of 59 necessarily translates to spatial differences in fishing mortality (assuming spatially uniform catchability We simulated 100 years of a spatially-referenced scallop population, fishery, and a fishery-independent 77 survey that we used to evaluate bias in a catch-at-size model. The simulated populations and fishery 78 occurred on a grid where each grid component was 10 minutes latitude by 10 minutes longitude (Fig. 1) . 79
The R package PBSmapping (Schnute et al. 2015 ) was used to define a spatial grid and aggregate the 80 data within units. The simulations were loosely based on the US sea scallop population and fishery in 81 the Mid-Atlantic with some simplifications that enabled us to test our hypotheses in a straightforward 82 manner. Parts of the simulation (e.g., catch) were aggregated over space and exported to the 83 assessment model to serve as the data used for estimation. In each year of the simulation growth 84 occurred first, instantaneously, followed by instantaneous recruitment. Fishing and natural mortality 85 processes then acted throughout the year. 86
Growth

87
Growth was carried out via a growth transition matrix that was divided into 24 5 mm bins, beginning 88 with the bin centered on 22.5 mm and ending with the bin centered on 142.5 mm. This matrix was 89 identical to that used in the 2014 NMFS sea scallop stock assessment (NEFSC 2014) for the Mid-Atlantic, 90
and was based on estimates of von Bertalanffy growth parameters and their variability among 91 individuals from shell ring analysis (Hart and Chute 2009) . The product of a numbers-at-size vector in 92 year ‫,ݕ‬ ܰ ௬ , and the transition matrix (ܶ) gives the numbers-at-size vector after growth: 93
where ܰ ௬ ᇱ is the new numbers-at-size vector immediately following instantaneous growth. The growth 95 matrix ܶ was spatially invariant and does not account for mortality. 96
Recruitment
97
Simulated recruitment was divided into two components: overall recruit numbers and the spatial 98 distribution of recruits. The components were independent random selections from temporal and 99 spatial analyses of scallop data. The equation for annual recruitment at grid square ݃ (ܴ ௬, ) was 100 ோ , a vector of length ‫ܩ‬ (the number of grid squares), was randomly selected from a set 105 of proportional recruitment allocation vectors. This set of vectors was generated using spatial 106 recruitment data from NMFS scallop surveys from 1982-2010. For each year in these data, each grid 107 square ݃ was assigned the arithmetic mean of the recruits from survey tows that occurred in that 108 square in year ‫.ݕ‬ Grid squares that were unsampled in year ‫ݕ‬ were assigned a value of the 10 th 109 percentile of recruits sampled in that year. The number of recruits per grid square was then converted 110 to a proportion of the overall total in year ‫.ݕ‬ 111 D r a f t New recruits were assumed to have grown into the first 10 size bins of the model (scallops measuring 112 22.5 -67.5 mm) according to the proportions 0.04, 0.14, 0.14, 0.13, 0.13, 0.12, 0.11, 0.09, 0.07 and 0.04 113 as estimated in the 2014 NMFS stock assessment model (NEFSC 2014) . 114
Fishery Selectivity
115
Fishery selectivity was modeled by a logistic function: 116
where ‫ܪ‬ is the shell height (height is the "size" in the catch-at-size model presented here) at the 118 midpoint of bin ܾ, and ߙ =18. 
Natural mortality
121
Natural mortality was fixed at 0.15, an assumed rate for scallops in the Mid-Atlantic that has been used 122 in stock assessments (NEFSC 2010) . This rate applied to all size classes and did not vary by year or in 123 space. 124
Fishing mortality
125
We applied various scenarios involving differing levels of spatial heterogeneity and methods for 126 assigning fishing mortality to locations to test the impact of this variability on stock assessment model 127 results. Our scenarios ranged from spatially homogeneous to varying degrees of heterogeneity in fishing 128 mortality. Each grid location in each year had a unique value for fully selected fishing mortality. The 129 factors that defined this value were: (1) the overall annual trend in average fishing mortality; (2) the 130 D r a f t degree of heterogeneity in fully selected fishing mortality; and (3) how each location-specific fully 131 selected fishing mortality was assigned to each grid square. 132
Annual average fully selected fishing mortality refers to the stock-wide fishing mortality rate that would 133 be represented in a spatially aggregated version of the Baranov catch equation (i.e., the fishing mortality 134 that results in the aggregated catch). We varied annual average fishing mortality according to a 135 temporal trend that was determined using simple linear interpolation between reference years. The 136 reference years were 1, 28, 42, 55, 70, 82, 90 and 100. The respective fully selected fishing mortalities 137 at each of these reference years were randomly selected from the uniform distribution ܷሺ0.1,0.9ሻ. The 138 simulation was designed so that identical fishing mortality trends were used in each scenario (i.e., 139 iteration 5 in all fishing mortality scenarios had the same trend). 140
We derived spatial heterogeneity in fishing mortality within a given year from vessel monitoring system 141 (VMS) data from 1998 to 2011 (Palmer and Wigley 2009) using a multi-step process. VMS tracks the 142 location of individual fishing vessels via satellite while they are at sea. These spatial data were pre-143 processed to include only estimated speeds between 2 and 5 knots: speeds under 2 knots were assumed 144 to represent at-sea processing and speeds over 5 knots to represent steaming to or from a fishing 145 location. The remaining records indicated approximate fishing effort. For each year, VMS data were 146 projected onto the grid and each grid unit was assigned a value that was the mean of the VMS data 147 located within that grid square for the year. Grids where no fishing occurred were assigned a value of 148 zero. Notably, while the grids were used to generate plausible spatial distributions for heterogeneity in 149 effort, the spatial effort values were not tied to their historic locations (determining the locations of 150 effort in the model is discussed below). 151 D r a f t These observed VMS-based effort distributions were altered depending on the heterogeneity scenario. 152
The degree of heterogeneity in a scenario was governed by a parameter ‫ݒ‬ such that 153
where the vector ‫ܧ‬ ௬ is the observed VMS effort and the vector ‫ܧ‬ ௬ * is the effort that has been adjusted 155 for heterogeneity. The exponent ‫ݒ‬ is a non-negative number that affects the skew (i.e., heterogeneity) 156 in effort. When ‫ݒ‬ < 1, effort was less heterogeneous than the observed effort data and when ‫ݒ‬ > 1 157 effort was more heterogeneous. Seven scenarios were tested (each with 50 iterations) where ‫ݒ‬ took 158 values of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5. When ‫ݒ‬ was 0 fishing mortality was homogeneous. 159
The next stage of determining fully selected fishing mortality was assigning each value of the vector ‫ܧ‬ ௬ * 160 to a location. Two scenarios were applied for this assignment that affected the probability of capture 161 for the individuals in space: (1) an "ideal free distribution" assumption (IDF; Fretwell and Lucas 1969; 162 Gillis 2003) , and (2) a "weighted ideal free distribution" (WIDF). For the IDF assignment, fully selected 163 fishing mortality was related to available harvestable biomass by location, which was the sum of 164 biomass-at-size multiplied by selectivity. The assignment matches the rank of the vector ‫ܧ‬ ௬ * with the 165 rank of a vector of harvestable biomass-by-location. The location with the most harvestable biomass 166 was assigned the highest fishing effort and the lowest harvestable biomass was assigned the lowest 167 effort. The WIDF scenario used the same ranking approach, but the harvestable biomass was weighted 168 by (the inverse of) the minimum of distances to five major fishing ports (Gloucester MA, New Bedford 169 MA, Montauk NY, Cape May NJ and Virginia Beach VA), so more fishing effort occurred closer to shore 170 than in the IDF scenarios (e.g., Caddy and Carocci 1999). This was meant to be a simple reflection of 171 
181 was solved numerically for ߣ ௬ in each year so that the catch estimated from the aggregated catch 182 equation using the desired mean fishing mortality ‫ܨ‬ ത ௬ (the left-hand side) was equal to the sum of the 183 annual spatial catches (the right-hand side). Annual fully-selected fishing mortality by location was then. 184
Data for the assessment model 186 Annual fishing effort that was exported to the stock assessment model ‫ܧ(‬ ෨ ௬ ) was calculated using the 187 relationship between fishing mortality and fishing effort: 188
where ‫ݍ‬ ி , the fishery catchability, was fixed at 0.001. Note that this effort differs from ‫ܧ‬ ௬ * and ‫ܧ‬ ௬ ௩ 190 above which were used only to determine the relative spatial distribution of fishing mortality. 191
Simulation outputs for the assessment model that include observation error were total catch and 192
proportions-at-size from both the fishery catch and the abundance index. Total observed catch in 193 weight in year ‫,ݕ‬ ‫ܥ‬ ௬ ௐ , was calculated using the Baranov catch equation and known weight-at-size with a 194 lognormal error term: 195
where ܹ is the weight-at-size for bin ܾ, ߝ is a standard random normal number and ߪ ଶ is the lognormal 197 
212
where ‫ܰܯ‬ሺሻ is a function returning a single realization from a multinomial distribution with effective 213 sample size ‫ܵܵܧ‬ and expected probabilities-at-size
where ‫ܥ‬ ௬ ே is a vector of numbers-at-size in 214 year ‫.ݕ‬ The process was the same for obtaining composition samples from the abundance index, only 215 the sampling was based on the population rather than the commercial catch (i.e., ‫ܥ‬ in Eqn. 10 was 216 replaced by ܰ for population abundance). The ܲ ௬ above did not have an index subscript for 217
simplification. 218
Other information provided to the assessment model without error (not including processes that are 219 assumed known such as natural mortality and weight-at-size) were the ratio of catch observation error 220 standard deviation to (1) recruitment deviations standard deviation and (2) survey abundance index 221 standard deviation so the relative scale for the errors was known. These were used to weight the 222 recruitment and abundance index components of the likelihood function. 223
We repeated each scenario (i.e., IDF or WIDF crossed with each possible value for ‫)ݒ‬ 50 times so the 224 analyses covered a range of variability over these iterations. The variability among simulations was a 225 D r a f t combination of variability in absolute recruitment, the spatial distribution of recruits, how local 226 population size interacted with spatial heterogeneity in fishing mortality for each scenario, and 227 observation error for the catch and survey index and the proportions-at-size for the catch and survey. 228
Alternative Data Weighting
229
To gain additional context for our findings, we adjusted the data weights for both the commercial catch 230 index and the commercial catch composition in the assessment model likelihood function. In alternative 231 A1 the likelihood value for the fishery catch was decreased five-fold (i.e., that likelihood component was 232 multiplied by 0.2) and in alternative A2 the effective sample size for the catch composition was 233 decreased from 75 to 15. 234
Catch-at-size model 235 
Population Dynamics
236
Some processes in the stock assessment model were linked directly to the simulation and not estimated. 237
The initial scallop population numbers-at-size were taken directly from the simulation and were not 238 estimated parameters. Growth in the assessment model was identical to that in the simulation (using 239 the same growth transition matrix) and also involved no estimated parameters. It occurred 240 instantaneously at the start of each year, as in the simulation. Natural mortality was fixed at 0.15 across 241 all years and ages and was identical to the simulation natural mortality. 242
Recruitment occurred instantaneously at the start of the year directly after growth and involved a 243 mixture of fixed and estimated parameters. The probability of recruits entering particular size classes 244 was fixed at the actual values used in the simulation. The annual recruitment magnitudes were 245 estimated parameters that arose from a random walk: 246
where ܴ ௬ is recruitment in year ‫,ݕ‬ ‫ݎ‬ is a log-scale estimate of recruitment in the first model year, ‫ݎ‬ ௬ ௗ௩ 249 is the estimated log-scale recruitment deviation in year ‫,ݕ‬ and ‫ݕ‬ is the first model year. 250
Fishing mortality was assumed directly related to fishing effort through catchability: 251
where fishing effort was input from the simulation and ‫ݍ‬ ி was a parameter estimated on a log scale. 253
Fishing mortality during year ‫ݕ‬ for size bin ܾ, ‫ܨ‬ ௬, , was the product of selectivity and fully selected 254 fishing mortality: 255
where ܵ is fishery selectivity in size bin ܾ. Fishery selectivity was a logistic function (see Eqn. 3), where 257 ߙ and ߙ ଵ were parameters estimated on a log scale. 258
The survey index was assumed directly related to population abundance by the equation: 259
where ‫ݍ‬ ூ is the (log-scale estimated) survey index catchability and ‫ܣ‬ is the total number of individuals 261 in bin ܾ. No selectivity pattern was estimated for the survey (i.e., selectivity was 1.0 for all size classes) 262 which was consistent with the simulation. 263 Each of these processes described above occurred during annual time-steps. Population change over 264 one time step can be written (similarly to Sullivan et al. 1990 ) as 265
266
where ܾ ᇱ represents each size bin as it is filled according to the dynamic processes contributed from all 267
The model was fit using AD Model Builder (Fournier et al. 2012 ). The catch, survey index, and 269 recruitment time series were fit assuming a normal likelihood for the log-scale catch/index estimates or 270 for penalty parameters (i.e., recruitment deviations) and the proportions-at-size were fit assuming a 271 multinomial likelihood. The negative log-likelihood function was 272 The parameters ߪ ோ and ߪ ூ were determined using variance ratios while ߪ is an estimated parameter. 280
These parameters are related through the fixed ratios 281 The model parameters that were estimated were: the log of sigma for the commercial catch data 293 (log ሺߪ ሻ), the log of both logistic selectivity parameters (logሺߙ ሻ and logሺߙ ଵ ሻ), the log of catchability for 294 the fishery (logሺ‫ݍ‬ ி ሻ) and for the survey (logሺ‫ݍ‬ ூ ሻ), the log of recruitment in the first year ‫ݎ(‬ ) and 39 log-295 scale random walk parameters for recruitment in each year after year 1 ‫ݎ(‬ ௬ ௗ௩ ). Each parameter was 296 bounded by ൣ‫ݔ‬ − ߜ൫absሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ൯, ‫ݔ‬ + ߜ൫absሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ൯൧ where ‫ݔ‬ is the true (log scale) value from the simulation 297 and absሺሻ is the absolute value function. ߜ was 0.5 for most parameters. ߜ for ߪ was 1.0; this made it 298 more difficult for the model to estimate the overall scale of the variances for commercial and survey 299 catch and for recruitment. The recruitment random walk vector was bounded by 300 ൣ‫ݔ‬ − 0.5൫absሺmaxሺ‫ݔ‬ሻሻ൯, ‫ݔ‬ + 0.5൫absሺmaxሺ‫ݔ‬ሻሻ൯൧ so the bounds were based on the maximum true 301 recruitment deviation. The model was given perfect starting values for fitting the data (e.g., the initial 302 values for the recruitment deviations were the actual recruitment deviations). We took this approach 303 because we were interested in issues that stemmed from unequal capture probability rather than 304 whether or not the model became trapped at a local maximum of the likelihood surface. Thus our 305 assessment model was very efficient at low values of ‫.ݒ‬ Though we did not show the results here, we 306 also fit the model with random starting values (between the minimum and maximum bounds for the 307 parameters). Under those conditions, our conclusions did not change. 308
Comparisons of the assessment model estimates to the true simulation values were made for fishing 309 mortality, catch, abundance of individuals > 100 mm and annual recruitment using root mean square 310 error. Root mean square error for a variable ‫ݔ‬ is 311 Bertalanffy growth parameters to estimate total mortality. The estimator, assuming that recruitment, 321 growth and selectivity are constant over time (and space), is 322
323
where ܼ ௬ is the total instantaneous mortality and ‫ܮ‬ ത ௬ is the mean length in year ‫,ݕ‬ ‫ܭ‬ and ‫ܮ‬ ஶ are von 324
Bertalanffy growth parameters, and ‫ܮ‬ is the initial length where individuals are considered fully 325 vulnerable to the fishery. The assumptions of this model are that the growth parameters are known and 326 have no individual variability, recruitment is constant, mortality is constant for all ages greater than the 327 minimum selected size, and that the population has reached equilibrium. When this model was used to 328 test the catch-at-size findings, these assumptions were respected in the simulation except that fishing 329 mortality was allowed to vary spatially. Annual average fishing mortality was fixed at 0.2, recruitment 330 was fixed at the mean recruitment over the time series and selectivity was 0 for scallops < 100 mm and 331 1 for scallops >= 100 mm (so ‫ܮ‬ was set at 100 mm). The von Bertalanffy parameters were from Hart 332 and Chute (2009), and were based on the same data used to develop the growth transition matrix. The 333 D r a f t simulation was run for 200 years to ensure equilibrium conditions were met and the estimates were 334 made using the final 100 years of data. The comparison to the simulation was made using fishing 335 mortality which was 336
337
(where ‫ܯ‬ is the known natural mortality from the simulation). 338
Results
339
The scenarios varied dramatically in terms of the degree of heterogeneity in the fishing fleet and the 340 behavior of the fishery with respect to the distribution of biomass (Fig. 1) . While the IDF and WIDF 341 simulations were generally similar in that fishing tended to occur primarily in areas with the most 342 biomass, in the WIDF scenarios there was a discernable difference in how fishing mortality was 343 distributed in that fishing mortality tended to be higher closer to the major ports that were represented 344 (Fig. 1) . 345 When ‫,ݒ‬ the level of heterogeneity, was low the CAS model was able to predict fishing mortality (Fig. 2) , 346 abundance ( Fig. 3) and proportions-at-size (Fig. 4) reasonably well because there was little difference 347 between the operating and assessment models; however at higher levels of ‫ݒ‬ in the IDF and WIDF 348 scenarios, model accuracy was reduced (Table 1) . Notably, there was a buildup of scallops in the plus 349 group that was not accounted for in the CAS model (Fig. 4) . The over-abundant plus group developed in 350 lightly fished areas that experienced little directed effort. The plus group aside, there were generally 351 more large individuals when spatial heterogeneity in fishing was low because the fleet did not direct its 352 efforts towards locations with the highest biomass. When heterogeneity was high the fleet did target 353 concentrations and there were generally fewer larger scallops (again, aside from in the plus group). 354
D r a f t
The general trend of the model overestimating fishing mortality and underestimating abundance in the 355 IDF and WIDF scenarios was apparent when simulation summary statistics were viewed across all 356 iterations (Fig. 5) . There was not a dramatic difference in the performance of the assessment model 357 under the IDF and WIDF scenarios, although in both cases while the WIDF could be quite biased it was 358 slightly less so than under the IDF scenario (Fig. 5 ). The assessment model was well-behaved: the 359 maximum gradient was less than 0.001 over 90% of the time (across all scenarios together) and all 360 models produced Hessians. 361
The results of alternative scenario A1, where the landed catch data were down-weighted, were similar 362 to the base scenario where the CAS model overestimated fishing mortality and underestimated 363 numbers; however, the degree of abundance bias was slightly reduced in scenario A1 (Fig. 6) . In 364 scenario A2, where the commercial catch composition data were down-weighted (Fig. 7) , the bias was 365 not substantially reduced for fishing mortality (though it changed from generally positive bias in the 366 baseline scenario to negative in A2) but bias was much lower for abundance. Interestingly, both 367 abundance of individuals over 100 mm and fishing mortality tended to be biased low under these 368 conditions. 369
The Beverton-Holt estimator resulted in the same directional bias as the CAS assessment (Fig. 8) for 370 fishing mortality. The fishing mortality estimate varied between approximately 0.2 and 0.7. 371
Discussion
372
Most stock assessment models make the fundamental assumption of equal capture probability among 373 individuals in the population of the same size or age. When this assumption was met, our assessment 374 model was unbiased on average, or at least approximately so. However, this assumption is rarely, if 375 ever, exactly satisfied by actual fisheries and our results indicate that violations of this assumption can 376 D r a f t bias stock assessment results. As the disparity in capture probability among individuals in the 377 population increased, the catch-at-size stock assessment model produced less accurate and less precise 378 estimates of fishing mortality and harvestable numbers of individuals. For the IDF and WIDF scenarios at 379 ‫ݒ‬ > 0, fishing mortality was over-predicted on average by the model when spatial heterogeneity was 380 high, while numbers were biased low. The direction of bias we found in the CAS model was also 381 supported by our corresponding analysis using the Beverton Holt mortality estimator. As the direction 382 of bias was consistent among the two approaches (both models over-predicted fishing mortality in the 383 presence of heterogeneity in F), these findings may be applicable beyond simply integrated catch-at-age 384 or catch-at-size models. 385
The WIDF model was expected to be less biased than the IDF model because the distance-to-shore 386 weighting introduced some randomness in capture probability. This was meant to reflect the fact that 387 fishing fleets do not follow an ideal free distribution and instead are impacted by factors such as 388 regulations, fishing costs, bycatch, spatial management and lack of information regarding the spatial 389 distribution of a stock (Hilborn and Ledbetter 1979; Orensanz and Jamieson 1998; Holland and Sutinen 390 2000; Wilen et al. 2002) . The actual impact of the WIDF observed in our results, however, was minimal. 391
As more socioeconomic rather than resource-dependent factors influence fleet distribution, the 392 departure from IDF will become greater and less bias might be expected in the assessment model 393 because capture probability is closer to random. If we had changed the degree of distance weighting we 394 could have pushed the fishery closer to shore, forcing this scenario to deviate more from the IDF. We 395 did not adjust the weights beyond the inverse of distance, because we did not have available 396 information for realistic distance weights. Even though the WIDF scenario did not deviate much from 397 the IDF under these conditions, we included it to emphasize that fisheries are driven by more than 398 simply resource abundance and this can impact model performance. Thus the IDF scenario we present 399 D r a f t is an extreme case and the actual impact of spatial heterogeneity in fishing mortality depends on the 400 relative importance of abundance and other socioeconomic considerations (along with the quality of 401 information about the resource distribution) that impact harvesters' decision-making. 402
When the simulations were run under assumptions of unequal capture probability, the stock assessment 403 model provided less accurate estimates of fishing mortality and abundance. This is because 404 assumptions about random sampling were not met (Paloheimo and Dickie 1964) . Bias in the results was 405 manifested through violations of catchability assumptions. Constant catchability is unlikely under 406 conditions where there is substantial spatiotemporal variability in resource abundance and the fishery 407 has no spatial restrictions and can target concentrations. 408
The phenomenon of unequal capture probability is not unique to the types of assessment models 409 discussed here and has been highly developed in the mark-recapture literature (e.g., Carothers 1973; 410 Jolly and Dickson 1982; Chao 1987 ). In such studies the recapture of individuals can allow for the 411 estimation of variability in catchability and improved estimates of population size (Jolly and Dickson 412 1982) . While these studies are not directly applicable to the types of stock assessment models 413 described here (i.e., that do not involve capture-recapture data), they do offer information regarding the 414 potential ranges of variability in catchability among individuals and the impact of catchability variation 415 on population size estimates. This may be useful for bounding sensitivity analyses that seek to 416 determine the potential impacts of unequal capture probability and would be especially relevant for 417 mobile species assessments that must assume some spatial redistribution of the stock, unlike for the 418 sedentary scallops discussed here where the spatial distribution of fishing effort is probably largely 419 related to capture probability. The relatively low natural mortality used in the simulations was likely a contributing factor to observed 463 biases. If individuals died at a higher rate, there would be less build-up in the plus-group and the bias in 464 fishing mortality and numbers would likely be reduced. We treated natural mortality in the simulations 465 as constant over time, space, and size class. Merrill and Posgay (1964) used data on the ratio of scallops 466 D r a f t that die from natural causes to live scallops and gave evidence for variability in natural mortality over 467 time and space, and there is evidence for size-specific natural mortality in the Mid-Atlantic (Shank et al. 468 2012). We did not consider these because our focus was on differences in fishing mortality, and 469 simultaneously varying natural mortality would make our results harder to interpret. The Beverton-Holt 470 equilibrium estimator for mortality was biased high when there was spatial heterogeneity in fishing 471 effort, matching our results when we used the CAS model and making our conclusions more 472 generalizable. Because of the non-linearity of the von Bertalanffy equation, a reduction in mortality 473 affects the mean length less than an increase in mortality. Thus spatial heterogeneity in fishing effort 474 reduces overall mean length and increases the estimated mortality from the Beverton-Holt estimator. 475
In this study, heterogeneity in effort was induced by socioeconomic choices of fishers to fish in areas of 476 highest catch rates and in some cases in areas closer to port. Spatial heterogeneity can also be caused 477 by explicit spatial management measures such as marine protected areas (MPAs) which would create 478 different spatial effort patterns than the ones assumed here. Nonetheless, studies on the effects of 479
MPAs on whole-stock assessments indicate that their effects are similar to those observed here, namely 480 biomass tends to be underestimated and fishing mortality overestimated (Hart et Caddy (1975) pointed out that using a "swept-area" approach to estimating fishing mortality (i.e., 485 assuming that fishing mortality is proportional to effort) could underestimate F when effort is 486 concentrated in areas of very high catch rates. Directional bias from this approach due to spatial 487 heterogeneity is opposite from our CAS and Beverton-Holt conclusions. While our results were 488 D r a f t consistent with much of the published literature, it is worth noting that the degree of bias and even the 489 direction of bias depends on the assessment method that is employed. 490
The effects of spatial variability in fishing mortality on yield has also been investigated. In most cases, 491 this variability decreases yield-per-recruit but increases biomass-or eggs-per-recruit (Hart 2001 The results from this paper demonstrate that under these conditions fishing mortality can be 501 overestimated when spatial heterogeneity in effort is ignored. This could superficially be considered a 502 risk-averse result because the true fishing mortality is actually lower than the estimate. However, 503 ignoring this issue and presenting biased assessment results for management decisions is inadvisable for 504 two reasons. First, although average fishing mortality may be at what is considered a "safe" level for the 505 stock, depending on the level of heterogeneity particular areas may experience considerably higher 506 fishing mortality. If the assessment region does not comprise a unit stock, this could lead to serial 507 depletion (e.g., Selgeby 1982; Ames 2004). Second, spatial variability in mortality would also affect 508 fishery reference points (Hart 2001; Truesdell et al. 2016) , so that comparisons of even the true fishing 509 mortality rates with reference points computed under the assumption that fishing is spatially uniform 510 may be inappropriate. Finally, assessment bias may also be an issue because it is possible that such 511 D r a f t overestimated fishing mortality could lead to conservative management strategies that result in 512 foregone yield. 513
The degree of bias in these results may be overstated (relative to an actual stock assessment) because of 514 the data that are passed to the assessment model without error such as the growth transition matrix, 515 fishing effort and the likelihood standard deviation ratios. If these did include error we would expect to 516 see degraded performance of both the spatially homogeneous and spatially heterogeneous models and 517 possibly a reduced degree of directional bias due to increased noise. We chose to pass the these data to 518 the assessment model error-free to decrease the number of variables that included uncertainty so we 519 could focus on how heterogeneity was impacting the assessment model results. 520
Defining stock areas to homogenize spatial processes (Hart et that can lead to more accurate stock assessment. The challenge with respect to these methods, 523 however, is not the complicated model structure but the data requirements to estimate parameter 524 differences for fine-scale spatial processes. Spatially-integrated models may have a slight advantage 525 over independent models that cover different regions because of the potential to share parameters 526 among stock areas or to use hierarchical models, but data will still be an issue for many stocks. 527
This research examined the impact of heterogeneity in fishing mortality on assessment results for a 528 sedentary stock. It is a convenient case study because scallops do not distribute themselves when 529 vulnerable to the fishery so heterogeneity in fishing effort implies heterogeneity in fishing mortality. 530
Most stocks, however, are mobile so this assumption is not necessarily valid. Our study may represent 531 an extreme case of heterogeneity in effort (and an upper bound on resulting assessment model bias) 532 because of the lack of redistribution of the target species. The overall message emphasizes the 533 D r a f t importance of understanding the interaction between variability in capture probability and the results of 534 an assessment model; however, the disparity in capture probability and thus the impact on assessment 535 will always be case-specific. 536
Most stock assessment models ignore spatial patterns in favor of spatially aggregated models. Thus, the 537 types of spatial issues we examined here may contribute to similar biases in real-world assessments. 538
We recommend that simulation-based sensitivity analyses such as those presented here be undertaken 539 to help inform decision-making in cases where it is not possible to implement spatial dynamics directly 540 into a model or to administer separate assessments for areas that experience very different fishing 541 mortalities. 
